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A BSTRACT
K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) has always been a popular research topic across different industries.
For ride-hailing companies, locating the K nearest drivers with respect to a point of interest (POI)
is one of the fundamental features for reliable and efficient location-based service. In this scenario,
continuously fast-moving drivers on road network and finding the K nearest drivers in routing distance
are two major challenges. This paper presents Pharos, which supports massive frequent location
updates and real-time KNN query in routing distance with a decentralized and scalable in-memory
storage. Pharos adopts Adaptive Radix Trees to store the indexes between drivers and road segments.
KNN search in Pharos is implemented based on Incremental Network Expansion and drivers are
retrieved from the nearest road segments during this isochrone expansion. Pharos currently runs in
our production environment and efficiently supports real-time location updates of millions of drivers
on the road with thousands of K nearest search requests simultaneously.
Keywords real-time K Nearest Neighbour search, spatial data store, distributed system
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Introduction

One of the fundamental problems for the ride-hailing and delivery industry is to locate the nearest moving objects in
real-time. For instance, the K nearest drivers need to be found for a passenger given the pick-up location in case that the
nearest driver fails to accept the order. There are two challenges to serve this request in real time:
1. The objects (e.g. vehicles) are constantly moving and sometimes the speed could be over 20 meters per second.
As shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1b, the two nearest drivers to the query point change as time passes. To
provide a high-quality allocation service, it is important to constantly track the objects and update object
locations at high frequency (e.g. per second).
2. To satisfy business requirements, K nearest objects need to be calculated based on the routing distance instead
of straight-line distance. Due to the complexity of the road network, the driver with shortest straight-line
distance may not be the optimal driver as it can reach the pick-up point with longer routing distance due to
detour. As shown in Figure 1c, the driver at the top is deemed as the nearest one to pick-up point (blue dot) by
straight line distance, however, the driver at the bottom should be the true nearest driver by routing distance.
Moreover, routing distance can help to infer estimated time of arrival (ETA) which is an important factor
for allocation as shorter ETA will reduce passenger waiting time thus reducing order cancellation rate and
improving order completion rate.
Searching for the K nearest drivers with respect to a given POI is a well studied topic for all ride-hailing companies
which can be treated as a KNN problem. To address the challenges mentioned above, we are focusing on the KNN
problem on the road network with moving objects, which is different from other traditional KNN problems such as
static KNN [1, 2] or KNN under euclidean distance or great-circle distance [3, 4].

(a) driver positions now

(b) driver positions in five seconds

(c) straight line vs routing

Figure 1: Two major challenges faced

To answer KNN query by routing distance, a gragh is needed to represent the topology of the road network. In our
case, multi-level Dijkstra (MLD) [5] graph generated from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [6], which is a free and open
source editable map maintained by its community, is used to solve the problem. A classical solution to this problem is
Incremental Network Expansion (INE) [7] where a Dijkstra search starts from the query point on the road network and
returns objects on the graph ordered by routing distance along the expansion. However, there is not much discussion on
the capabilities for INE to support a high volume of object location updates (in a taxi-hailing scenario, the locations of
millions of drivers are updated in seconds). In addition, the search space of INE can be considerably large depending
on the distance on the kth object, because it visits all nodes closer to the query point than the kth object. Most of
the literature [8] focuses on resolving this issue by exploiting graph partitioning to hop over graph partitions during
expansion if they contain no objects to quickly reach kth object. However, it incurs extra overhead to maintain the
indexing between graph partitions and objects, which is not scalable for in-memory solution when graph size or number
of objects grows.
To address the above challenges, we present Pharos, a scalable in-memory solution which can support large-volume,
real-time K nearest search by driving distance or ETA with high object update frequency. To support hyper-localized
business requirements, the graph is partitioned by cities and verticals (e.g. the road network for a four-wheel vehicle is
definitely different compared to a motorbike or a pedestrian). We denote this partition key as map ID. Pharos loads
the graph partitions at service start and stores objects’ spatial data in memory in a distributed manner to alleviate the
scalability issue when the graph or the number of objects grows. These data are distributed into multiple instances (i.e.
machines) with replicas for high stability (Section 2). Pharos exploits Adaptable Radix Trees (ART) [9] to store objects’
locations along with their metadata (Section 3). To answer the KNN query by routing distance or ETA, Pharos uses
INE starting from the road segment of the query point (Section 4). During the expansion, drivers stored along the road
segments are incrementally retrieved as candidates and put into the results. As the expansion actually generates an
isochrone map, it can be terminated by reaching a predefined radius of distance or ETA or simply a maximum number
of candidates.
Without loss of generality, this gem uses the term driver to denote the object and focuses on routing distance calculation.
Other metrics such as ETA can be inferred on top of it once the routing trajectory is provided.
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Pharos Architecture

As a micro service, Pharos receives requests from the upstream, performs corresponding actions and then returns the
result back. As shown in figure 2, the architecture of Pharos can be broken down into three layers: Proxy Layer, Node
Layer and Model Layer. Proxy Layer helps to pass down the request to the right Node, especially when the Node is on
another machine; Node Layer stores the index of map IDs to Models and distributes the request to the right Model for
execution; Model Layer, where the business logic is implemented, executes the operations and returns the result.
As a distributed in-memory driver storage, Pharos is designed to handle load balancing, fault tolerance and fast recovery.
Taking Figure 2 as an example, Pharos consists of three instances. Each individual instance is able to handle any
request from the upstream. Whenever there is a request coming from the upstream, it is distributed into one of the
three instances, which achieves the purpose of load balancing. In Pharos, each Model has two replicas and they are
stored on different instances and different availability zones. If one instance is down, the other two instances are still up
for service. The fault tolerance module in Pharos will automatically detect the reduction of replicas and create new
2

Figure 2: Architecture of Pharos

instances to load graphs and build the models of missing replicas. This proves the reliability of Pharos even under
extreme situations.
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Driver Storage

Pharos acts as a storage of drivers and rather than external storage, it adopts in-memory storage which is faster and more
adequate to handle frequent driver position updates and retrieve drivers’ locations for nearby driver queries. Without
loss of generality, drivers are assumed to be located on the vertices, i.e. Edge Based Nodes (EBN), of an edge-based
graph.
Model is in charge of driver storage in Pharos. Driver objects are passed down from upper layers to Model for storage.
Each driver object contains several fields, e.g. driver ID and metadata (driver’s business related information, e.g. driver
status and particular allocation preferences). There is also a Latitude and Longitude (LatLon) pair contained in the
object which indicates the driver’s current location. Very often, this LatLon pair sent from the driver are off the road
(not on any existing road). The computation of routing distance between the query point and drivers is based on the road
network. Thus, we need to infer which road segment (EBN) the driver is most probably on. To convert a LatLon pair to
an exact location on a road is called Snapping. Model begins with finding EBNs which are close to the driver’s location.
After that, as illustrated in Figure 3a, the driver’s location is projected to those EBNs, by drawing perpendicular lines
from the location to the EBNs. The projected point is denoted as a Phantom Node. As the name suggests, these nodes
do not exist in the graph. They are merely memory representations of the snapped driver. Each Phantom Node contains
information about its projected location such as the ID of EBN it is projected to, projected LatLon and projection
ratio, etc. Snapping returns a list of Phantom Nodes ordered by the haversine distance from the driver’s LatLon to
the Phantom Node in ascending order. The nearest Phantom Node is bound with the original driver object to provide
information about the driver’s snapped location.
To efficiently index drivers from the graph, Pharos uses ART for driver storage and two ARTs are maintained by each
Model, driver ART and EBN ART. Driver ART is used to store the index of driver IDs to corresponding driver objects
while EBN ART is used to store the index of EBN IDs to the root of an ART, which stores the drivers on that EBN.
Bi-directional indexing between EBNs and drivers are built because an efficient retrieval from driver to EBN is needed
as driver locations are constantly updated. In practice, as index keys, driver IDs and EBN IDs are both numerical.
According to [9], ART has a better throughput for dense keys (e.g. numerical keys, in contrast to sparse keys such as
alphabetical keys) compared to other in-memory look-up table (e.g. hash table) and incurs less memory than other
tree-based methods. Figure 3b gives an example of driver ART assuming that the driver ID only has three digits.
After snapping, this new driver object is wrapped into an update task for execution. During execution, Model firstly
checks if this driver already exists using its driver ID. If it does not exist, Model directly adds it to driver ART and EBN
ART. If the driver already exists, the new driver object will replace the old driver object on driver ART. For EBN ART,
the old driver object on the previous EBN needs to be deleted first before adding the new driver object to the current
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(a) Snapping and Phantom Nodes

(b) driver ART

(c) Driver ART synchronization

(d) EBN ART synchronization

Figure 3: Driver Storage

EBN. Every insertion or deletion modifies both ARTs, which might cause changes to roots. As Model only stores the
roots of ARTs, in order to prevent race conditions, a lock is used to prevent other read or write operations to access
the ARTs while changing the ART roots. Whenever a driver nearby request comes in, it needs to get a snapshot of
driver storage, i.e. the roots of two ARTs. A simple example (figure 3c and 3d) is used to explain how synchronization
is achieved during concurrent driver update and nearby requests. Currently there are two drivers A and B stored and
these two drivers reside on the same EBN. When there is a nearby request, current roots of the two ARTs are returned.
When processing this nearby request, there could be driver updates coming and modifying the ARTs, e.g. a new root is
resulted due to update of driver C. This driver update has no impact on ongoing driver nearby request as they are using
different roots. Subsequent nearby requests will use the new ART roots to find the nearby drivers. Once there is no
request using the current roots, themselves and their child nodes are ready to be garbage collected. Pharos does not
delete drivers actively. A deletion of expired drivers is carried out every midnight by populating two new ARTs with
the same driver update requests for a duration of driver’s Time To Live (TTL) and then doing a switch of the roots at
the end. Drivers with expired TTLs will not be referenced and then garbage collected. In this way, expired drivers are
removed from the driver storage.

4

Driver Update and Nearby

Pharos mainly has two external endpoints, Driver Update and Driver Nearby. This section describes how the business
logic is implemented in these two operations.
4.1

Driver Update

Figure 4a demonstrates the life cycle of a driver update request from upstream. Driver update requests from upstream
are distributed to each proxy by a load balancer and the chosen Proxy firstly constructs a driver object from the request
body. RouteTable is a structure in Proxy and it stores the index between map IDs and replica addresses. Proxy uses map
ID in the request as the key to check its RouteTable and gets the IP addresses of all the instances containing Model of
4

(a) Driver Update Flow

(b) Driver Nearby Flow

Figure 4: Driver update and nearby

that map ID. Proxy forwards the update to other replicas reside in other instances. Those instances, upon receiving the
message, know that the update is forwarded from another Proxy. Hence they directly pass down the driver object to
Node. After receiving the driver object, Node sends it to the right model by checking the index between map ID and
Model. The remaining part of the update flow is the same as described in Section 3. Sometimes driver update to replicas
is not successful, e.g. request lost or Model does not exist, Pharos will not react to such kind of scenarios. It can be
observed that data storage in Pharos does not guarantee strong consistency. In practice, Pharos favors high throughput
over strong consistency of KNN query results as the update frequency is high and slight inconsistency does not affect
allocation performance significantly.
4.2

Driver Nearby

Similar to driver update, after a driver nearby request comes from the upstream, it is distributed to one of the machines
by the load balancer. In a nearby request, a set of filter parameters is used to match with driver metadata in order to
support KNN queries with various business requirements. Note that driver metadata also carries an update timestamp.
During the nearby search, drivers with an expired timestamp will be filtered. As illustrated in Figure 4b, upon receiving
the nearby request, a nearby object is built and passed to Proxy Layer. Proxy first checks RouteTable by map ID to see
if this request can be served on the current instance. If so, the nearby object is passed to Node Layer. Otherwise this
nearby request needs to be forwarded to the instances which contain this map ID. In this situation, a round-robin fashion
is applied to select the right instance for load balancing. After receiving the request, Proxy of the chosen instance
directly passes the nearby object to Node. Once Node Layer receives the nearby object, it looks for the right Model
using the map ID as key. Eventually, the nearby object goes to Model Layer where K-nearest-driver computation takes
place. Model snaps the location of the request to some Phantom Nodes as described in Section 3 and these Nodes are
used as start nodes for expansion later.
4.3

K Nearest Driver Search

Starting from the Phantom Nodes found in Section 4.2, the K nearest driver search begins. Two priority queues are
used during the search. EBN PQ is used to keep track of the nearby EBNs while driverPQ keeps track of drivers found
during expansion by their driving distance to the query point. At first, a snapshot of the current driver storage is taken
as described in Section 3 and it shows the driver locations on road network at the time when the nearby request comes
in. From each start node, the parent EBN is found and drivers on these EBNs are appended to driverPQ. After that,
KNN search expands to adjacent EBNs and appends these EBNs to EBN PQ. After iterating all start nodes, there will be
some initial drivers in driverPQ and adjacent EBNs waiting to be expanded in EBN PQ.
5

Algorithm 1: K Nearest Driver Search
Input: phantomN odes, f ilterP arams, driverLimit
Output: nearest K drivers by routing distance
// initialization
1

driverP Q.reset();

2 EBN PQ.reset()
3
4

result ← empty driver array
for each pnode in phantomNodes do
// insert drivers on starting EBNs to driverPQ

5
6

for each driver on pnode.EBN do
driverP Q ← driver
// insert adjacent EBNs to ebnPQ

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

adjacentEBN s ← getAdjacentEBNs(pnode.EBN )
for each node in adjacentEBNs do
EBN PQ ← node
while EBN PQ is not empty do
minEBN ← EBN PQ.delM in()
minEBN.visited ← true
for each driver on minEBN do
driverP Q ← driver
while driverPQ is not empty do
driver ← driverP Q.delM in()
passAllF ilters ← true
for each filter in filterParams do
if driver does not pass filter then
passAllF ilters ← f alse
break
// only append driver to result if it passes all filters

22
23
24
25

if passAllFilters then
result ← append(result, driver)
else
continue
// return directly when driver size reaches limit

26
27

if len(result) ≥ driverLimit then
return result
// expand into adjacent EBNs

28
29
30
31
32
33

adjacentEBN s ← getAdjacentEBNs(minEBN )
for each node in adjacentEBNs do
if node.visited || outOfRange (node) then
continue
EBN PQ ← node
return result
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Each time the nearest EBN is removed from EBN PQ, drivers located on this EBN are appended to driverPQ. After that,
the closest driver is removed from driverPQ. If the driver satisfies all filtering requirements, it is appended to the array
of qualified drivers. This step repeats until driverPQ becomes empty. During this process, if the size of qualified drivers
reaches the maximum driver limit, the KNN search stops right away and qualified drivers are returned as result.
After driverPQ becomes empty, adjacent EBNs of the current one are to be expanded and those within the predefined
range, e.g. three kilometers, are appended to EBN PQ. Then the nearest EBN is removed from EBN PQ and drivers on
that EBN are appended to driverPQ again. The whole process continues until EBN PQ becomes empty. The driver array
is returned as result.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of this KNN algorithm.
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Experiments

In this section, the performance of Pharos with driver location update and K nearest search is evaluated based on the
production environment where the service is serving real-time requests. Pharos is hosted on Amazon Web Services
(AWS) with m5.8xlarge instances [10]. There are in total less than 100 distinct Models stored and each Model has two
replicas. During peak hours, the driver location update request comes at around 50k per second and at the mean time
there are thousands of K nearest driver search happening. Pharos is able to handle these requests with P99 latency time
of 10ms for driver update and 50ms for driver nearby respectively.
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